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About This Game

Ghost Platoon is a fast-paced, easy-to-pick-up, PvP First Person Shooter with stunning visuals. Built with Unreal Engine 4, this
game places emphisis on gu 5d3b920ae0
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Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system
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Don't do what I did and waste your money. This is trash. Downloaded this crap, loaded it. went to "quick play"."No Servers
found" Went to create a server, was waiting in a lobby for players to join. 1 min later it starts a game with no players.
Uninstalled, applied for a refund.. For a guy that has developed this game all on his own, I am impressed. The amount of fun
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I've had right from the start is insane. Just a few minor flaws here and there that might need some tweaking, other than that I
would recommend this game to anyone that is interested in fast-paced shooters, with quick respawn time (this is what I have
been waiting for in a game). What might need tweaking in my opinion: It seems like all the SMGs/Assault Rifles does the same
amount of damage, a slight nerf to the SMG's would've been amazing. Meaning finding a new weapon gives you a greater
advantage than the weapon you spawn in with.. No. Just no.. Good FPS MP shooter. Not AAA but good and very stable, even
for EA already.. Alright, so I played the game for 0.2 hours so I can't really judge much but then again I was not given the
chance either. When I went online during the night (EU Timezone) there were 0 servers to join. The game was literally dead. So
I tried the game in the bot deathmatch. What I found: - Considering it was made by 1 individual I have to say im not let down in
terms of quality and stability of the game. - What I do dislike is the fact there is not a few dedicated servers around (would
maybe get people a bit more started on creating a list of servers which might actually attract more people). - Well and obviously
the game seems to be dead even before it started (I played on the day of launching and there seemed to be no one interested in
hosting a game for at least the first 24 hours). - I am sorry for the guy who made it, but unfortunately this is not a game I would
recommend mostly based on the fact there is no one to play against.. It was a pretty cool idea and i thought i would give the devs
some credit and some hope but no they are just looking for some cash to grab. and they have abandoned this game from what i
know.. This is just the "Generic Shooter" Template, mixed with some Weapon/Character Models. Video Proof Here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j-C5HG-9WE Pros - Some of the Sounds are "Okay" when bullets hit objects Cons - No
Servers - Respawn is broken, so when you play Bots, if you die, you are screwed - Just a Template from the Unreal Store
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